We derive a new microscopic spin Hamiltonian for Rashba-coupled double exchange metals. The Hamiltonian consists of anisotropic interactions of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) and Kitaev form, in addition to the standard isotropic term. We validate the spin Hamiltonian by comparing results with those on the exact spin-fermion model, and present its phase diagram using large scale Monte Carlo simulations. In addition to ferromagnetic, planar spiral and flux states, the model hosts antiskyrmion crystal and classical spin-liquid states characterized, respectively, by multiple peaks and a diffuse ring pattern in the spin structure factor. The filamentary domain wall structures in the spin-liquid state are in remarkable agreement with experimental data on thin films of MnSi-type B20 metals and transition metals and their alloys.
Introduction: Search for magnetic materials supporting unusual spin textures has become an important theme of research in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Presence of such textures in insulators and metals holds promise for technological applications [8] [9] [10] . In particular, topologically protected magnetic textures such as skyrmions and antiskyrmions, are considered building blocks of race-track memory devices [11] [12] [13] [14] . Presence of such spin textures in metals allows for their control using ultra-low currents. Furthermore, noncoplanar magnetic states in metals are known to dramatically influence the spin-polarized charge transport -a feature that can be utilized in spintronics applications [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . There are various metallic magnets, e.g. MnSi, FeGe, Co-Zn-Mn alloys, etc., that support exotic spin textures not only in the ground state but also at higher temperatures [5, [22] [23] [24] [25] . Similar spin textures are also observed in thin films as well as multilayers involving transition metals [26] [27] [28] [29] .
The key step towards designing or discovering materials with unconventional spin textures is to understand the physics of minimal microscopic models incorporating essential elementary mechanisms [30] [31] [32] . Spin Hamiltonians naturally emerge in insulators as the charge degrees of freedom become inactive and the low energy physics is determined by the spin degrees of freedom. In contrast, spin Hamiltonians in metals are phenomenologically motivated. Exceptions exist in metals that consist of a subsystem of localized magnetic moments interacting with conduction band. The RKKY model is a famous example in this category [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Explanation of skyrmion-and antiskyrmion-like spin textures relies on the presence of DM interactions [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . However, such anisotropic terms are derived by invoking the effect of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) on Mott insulators [30] , and should not be used for metals. Therefore, a consistent microscopic description of exotic spin textures in metallic magnets is currently missing.
In this work, we present a closed form expression for a spin Hamiltonian for Rashba coupled doubleexchange (DE) magnets. The resulting model consists of anisotropic terms resembling DM and Kitaev inter-actions, and it is the first example of a frustrated spin Hamiltonian for metals with nearest neighbor (nn) interactions. After presenting the derivation, we explicitly test the validity of the pure spin model by comparing results against exact diagonalization based simulations on the starting electronic model. The magnetic phase diagram of the new spin model is obtained via large-scale Monte Carlo simulations. The model supports, in addition to a ferromagnetic (FM) phase, (i) single-Q (SQ) spiral states, (ii) diagonally-oriented flux (d-Flux) state, (iii) multiple-Q (MQ) states with noncoplanar antiskyrmion crystal (ASkX) patterns, and (iv) a classical spin liquid (CSL) state characterized by diffuse ring patterns in the spin structure factor (SSF). The CSL state shows filamentary domain wall structure of remarkable similarity to the experimental data on thin films and multilayers of B20 compounds and transition metals [21, 27, 28] . The new spin model introduced here has wide range of applicability as it originates from the FM Kondo lattice model (FKLM) -a generic model for metals with local moments. Some of the well known families of materials where FKLM is realized are, manganites, doped magnetic semiconductors and Heusler compounds [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Derivation of the spin Hamiltonian: Our starting point is the FKLM in the presence of Rashba SOC on a square lattice, described by the Hamiltonian,
the weak and the strong Rashba limits, α = 0 and α = 1, respectively. t 0 = 1 sets the reference energy scale. Note that coupling between localized spins S i is mediated via the conduction electrons. In the limit of weak Kondo coupling, this leads to a modified RKKY Hamiltonian which is discussed in a recent work [51] . To clarify the physics of the above Hamiltonian in the large J H limit, also known as the DE limit, we rewrite the Hamiltonian in a basis where the spin-quantization axes are site dependent and align with the direction of the local magnetic moment [52] . Since antiparallel orientations are strongly suppressed for large J H , the low energy physics is determined by effectively spinless fermions with the spin quantization axis parallel to the local moments. Projecting onto the parallel subspace, we obtain the Rashba DE (RDE) Hamiltonian,
where, d ip (d † ip ) annihilates (creates) an electron at site i with spin parallel to the localized spin. Site j = i + γ is the nn of site i along spatial direction γ = x, y. The projected hopping g γ ij = t γ ij + λ γ ij have contributions from the standard hopping integral t and the Rashba coupling λ, and depend on the orientations of the local moments. The two contributions to g γ ij are given by, Writing g γ ij in the polar form, g γ ij = f γ ij e ih γ ij , and defining the ground state expectation values D γ ij = [e ih γ ij d † ip d jp + H.c.] gs as coupling constants, we obtain the low-energy spin Hamiltonian,
where, S γ i represents γ = x, y component of spin S i ,γ is a unit vector in the γ direction with γ = γ. Comparison with the exact electronic model: The key question is, how well does H S Eq. (4) describe the low energy magnetic states of the spin-fermion model H RDE ? We directly address this by comparing energetics of the two models in the low temperature regime. Hybrid simulations combining exact diagonalization and Monte Carlo (EDMC) are carried out for H RDE at electronic filling fraction of n = 0.3 [43, 53] . Results are compared with simulations on H S using D γ ij as coupling constants. Energy per site E is defined as statistical average H S /N for the pure spin model, and as quantum statistical average H RDE /N for the spin-fermion model, where the bar denotes the averaging over Monte Carlo steps and N is the number of lattice sites. Comparison of energy per site with varying temperature is shown for representative values of α (see Fig. 1 (a)-(b)). Ground states are correctly captured by H S for all choices of α, and the energies between H RDE and H S match very well in the low temperature regime. The quantitative agreement can be further improved by using simulation techniques already known for DE systems [54, 55] . More importantly, we find that most of the ground states obtained in EDMC on H RDE lead to values of D γ ij that are independent of ij [52] . This leads to a simplified effective spin Hamiltonian with D γ ij ≡ D 0 in Eq. (4). We will now describe the magnetic properties of this effective model using large scale Monte Carlo simulations. 
where, µ = x, y, z denotes the component of the spin vector and r i is the position vector for spin S i . The total structure factor can be computed as, S f (q) = µ S µ f (q). Fig. 2 shows the temperature variations of characteristic features in the SSF for different values of α. In the small α regime, the ground state is FM (characterized by S f (q) at q = (0, 0) in Fig. 2(a) ) and the Curie temperature reduces with increasing α. In the large α limit, d-Flux state characterized by simultaneous appearance of peaks at q = (π, 0) and q = (0, π) in SSF is stabilized. The corresponding ordering temperature increases with increasing α (see Fig. 2(d) ). We find two other ordered states at intermediate values of α: SQ spiral states with SSF peaks either at q = (q, 0) or at q = (0, q) (see Fig.  2(b) ), and noncoplanar MQ states with all three components, µ = x, y, z, contributing to total SSF at different q. For 0.06 ≤ α ≤ 0.34, the SSF displays a circular pattern without any prominent peaks, suggestive of a liquidlike magnetic state [56] [57] [58] . The detailed form of SSF for these unusual phases is discussed below. We summarize the simulation results in the form of a phase diagram in Fig. 3(g) . The ground state changes from a FM at small α to a d-Flux at large α, via three non-trivial phases for intermediate values of α. The evolution of the ground state SSF is displayed in Fig. 3 (a)-(f ). As the FM state is destabilized upon increasing α, we do not find any ordered phase. Instead, the SSF shows a diffuse circular pattern (see Fig. 3(b) ) characteristic of a disordered liquid-like state. The radius of the ring increases upon increasing α, and the intensity near the axial points, (±q, 0) and (0, ±q), becomes relatively large (see Fig. 3(c) ). For 0.34 < α < 0.58, we find SQ spiral states with either horizontal or vertical FM stripes (see Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 4(c) ). In a narrow window, 0.58 < α < 0.66, MQ noncoplanar states are stabilized. Finally the planar d-Flux state is obtained as the ground state for α > 0.66. Inflexion point in the temperature dependence of relevant components of SSF are used to identify the boundaries between the paramagnet (PM) and ordered phases. Note that, in case of CSL state a well defined order parameter does not exist, and dashed line indicates the temperature at which the diffuse ring pattern appears in the SSF.
We provide a clear understanding of the ground state evolution in terms of typical low temperature spin configurations in Fig. 4 . Upon increasing α, the FM state is destabilized and typical configurations consist of filamentary structures of domain walls (see Fig. 4(a)-(b) ). The stability of the filamentary structures is related to an unusual degeneracy of spiral states that originates from the presence of mutually orthogonal directions of the two DM vectors in our spin model [52] . The fact that domain walls can turn in arbitrary direction with negligible energy cost is responsible for the presence of the diffuse circular pattern in the SSF (see Fig. 3 (b) ). For larger values of α, the width of domain walls decreases and a preference for horizontal or vertical orientations of the domain walls is found (see Fig. 4 (b) ). This is reflected in the appearance of arc features in SSF near the axial points (see Fig. 3 (c) ). For α > 0.58 we obtain long- range ordered SQ and MQ states. The MQ states can be non-coplanar (see Fig. 4 (d) -(e)) or coplanar (see Fig.  4 (f ) ). The noncoplanar patterns in the MQ states are identical to lattices of smallest antiskyrmions [59] . Conclusion: We have derived a new spin Hamiltonian for DE metals in the presence of Rashba SOC. Anisotropic interactions, similar to those required for stabilizing exotic spin textures, naturally arise in our model. We explicitly compare the energetics in the low temperature regime between the exact Hamiltonian and our spin model in order to prove the validity of the latter. Increasing the relative strength of Rashba term w.r.t. the hopping generates CSL, SQ spiral and MQ ASkX states, starting from the trivial FM phase. An elegant description of this evolution emerges from the ground state degeneracy analysis. Our spin model provides a consistent description of spin textures in itinerant magnets. In particular, the filamentary domain wall structures obtained in our simulations are in excellent agreement with the experimental observations in thin films and multilayers of transition metals [21, 27, 28, 60] . Our results predict that inducing Rashba SOC in DE metals is a robust approach to generate exotic noncoplanar spin textures. The weak coupling approach to understand magnetism in spin orbit coupled itinerant magnets is via RKKY type effective models [51] . Such models are long ranged and strongly depend on the filling fraction of the conduction band. In contrast, the form of our spin Hamiltonian is independent of the electronic filling fraction. Therefore, in our description, the exotic magnetic states do not originate from Fermi surface nesting features. Consequently, such states are expected without fine-tuning of electron density. This is consistent with the fact that such spin textures are experimentally observed in a variety of thin films and multilayers of transition metals. While the model is derived starting from the FKLM, at the mean-field level similar physics should hold for the Hubbard model where localized and itinerant electrons are associated with the same band [61, 62] . Furthermore, short-range interactions and a closed form expression are two highly desirable features of any model Hamiltonian. Therefore, in addition to its applicability in understanding magnetism of Rashba coupled itinerant systems, the new spin model should attract attention from pure statistical mechanics viewpoint.
Supplemental Material

I. DERIVATION OF THE NEW SPIN HAMILTONIAN
The ferromagnetic Kondo lattice model (FKLM) in the presence of Rashba coupling on a square lattice is described by the Hamiltonian,
The notations remain identical to that used in the main text. In order to handle the large J H limit, we perform a site dependent rotation of the spin-1 2 basis given by the canonical SU (2) transformation,
Here, d ip (d ia ) annihilates an electron at site i with spin parallel (antiparallel) to the localized spin and θ i , φ i are the polar and azimuthal angles describing the direction of the local spin S i . In the large J H limit, the low energy physics is retained in parallel subspace, leading to the Rashba double-exchange (RDE) Hamiltonian,
where, site j = i + γ is the nn of site i along spatial direction γ ∈ {x, y}. The projected hopping parameters, g γ ij = t γ ij + λ γ ij , are given by,
Writing g γ ij in polar form, g γ ij = f γ ij e ih γ ij , we obtain the following closed form expressions for f x ij and f y ij :
The phase angles, h γ ij , are easily obtained via,
where, real and imaginary parts of g γ ij are given by,
The ground state expectation values of the Hamiltonian Eq. (7) is identical to the expression,
Following the strategy used in double exchange models, we promote the above expression to a spin Hamiltonian,
We emphasize that, by construction, the magnetic ground states of H S Eq. (12) and H RDE Eq. (7) are identical.
II. DISTRIBUTION OF COUPLING CONSTANTS
The coupling constants of the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (12) are determined as the expectation values in the ground states obtained via EDMC on H RDE . We calculate the distributions of D γ ij for the pairs of nearest neighbor sites in different ground states obtained via EDMC. The density of D γ ij is defined as,
where, η is Lorentzian broadening parameters which is set to 0.001 for calculations. The density of D γ ij s is shown in Fig. (5) for different values of α. We find that D γ ij is independent of ij for most of the ground states. This justifies the use of a single coupling constant in the effective spin Hamiltonian. For the spiral state with wave vector (0, q) we find a clear separation of scales between D x ij and D y ij . This difference is expected to further re-enforce the stability of the (0, q) spiral states.
III. ORIGIN OF CLASSICAL SPIN LIQUID (CSL) BEHAVIOR
In this section we provide a simple description of CSL states observed in the region 0.15 ≤ α ≤ 0.34. A careful look at the form of the Hamiltonian Eq. (9) suggests that for small values of α, terms proportional to λ 2 may be ignored. The only non-trivial effect then comes from terms proportional to tλ. These terms prefer spiral states with competing orientations of the spiral planes. Along x-direction, a spiral in xz plane is preferred and along y-direction a spiral in yz plane is preferred. This motivates us to construct the following variational ansatz where the plane of the spiral is one of the variational parameters: S x i = S 0 sin(q.r i ) cos(Φ p ), S y i = S 0 sin(q.r i ) sin(Φ p ), S z i = S 0 cos(q.r i ).
In the above, S 0 is the unit magnitude of the classical spin vectors, Φ p is the orientation of the spiral plane (Φ p = 0 for xz plane and Φ p = π 2 for yz plane) and q = q(cos β, sin β) is the spiral wave-vector. In the CSL state, we find that the energy of a spiral is independent of the spiral plane angle Φ p , provided the wave-vector angle β is related to Φ p via β + Φ p = π. This explains the stability of filamentary domain wall structure in the CSL regime: the domain walls can freely reorient as long as the spiral plane also undergoes a reorientation in such a way that the spiral plane is oriented perpendicular to the local orientation of the domain wall.
In order to quantify this degeneracy of spiral states, we define ∆E = max[E min (Φ p )] − min[E min (Φ p )]. E min (Φ p ) represents the minimum energy obtained for a given orientation of the spiral plane, marked by a square symbol Fig.  6 . Exact degeneracy is characterized by ∆E = 0. We show the variation of ∆E with the coupling constant α as an inset in Fig. 6 (b) . The degree of degeneracy clearly reduces near α = 0.35, which coincides with the crossover point between CSL and SQ spiral states.
